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Jakob Dwight’s series Autonomous Prism was first created for the 2015-2016 Seattle Art 

Museum exhibition Disguise: Masks and Global African Art and stood out as a beacon of 

strength amongst the works in the exhibition. However, it was in 2010, that the parent work of 

the series was actually conceived. Like so many births, human or otherwise, “Autonomous 

Prism” emerged from an unintentional, galvanizing event. Dwight refers to this event as a glitch, 

which understands it as resultant of a sudden, temporary malfunction. This glitch was the 

generative moment that birthed the series but also illuminated a parallel narrative that expands 

and advances Dwight’s previous investigations into new media. 

 

Dwight’s approach to new media is from the perspective of an artist who asserts that he 

was/is, “something close to a painting purist” 1 . He is fascinated by it exclusively for the 

possibilities it offered regarding light. This light fascination recalls the words and works of 

French painter Pierre Soulages whose massive, textured black canvases served as a visual 

narrative for his investigations into the luminous qualities of the color black.2 Like Soulages, 

Dwight considers light as material and acknowledges that depending on the conditions, it will 

communicate differently to those perceiving with a variety of resultant effects and mannerisms. 

 

It is also, in perhaps more subtle ways, a narrative that points back in time to ancient 

African thinking about light and it’s potencies, specifically understandings about the beginning 

of life on earth found within the spiritual beliefs of Bantu Kongo peoples of West Central Africa. 

Congolese scholar Kimbwandende Kia Bunseke Fu-Kiau describes in his book Tying the 

Spiritual Knot African Cosmology of the Bantu Kongo: Principles of Life and Living the concept 

of kalûnga as a fire force. When kalûnga spontaneously emerges into mbûngi (emptiness), the 

entire vessel subsequently becomes the source of all life on earth. Fu-Kiau further states,  

“A fire-force complete by itself, kalûnga, emerged within the mbûngi, the 

emptiness/nothingness and became the source of life [môyo wawo mu nza} on earth. 

That is, the kalûnga, complete force by itself, fired up the mbûngi and overran 

(dominated) it [kalûnga walûnga/kwîka mbûngi ye lungila yo].”3 

 

In this reading, “Autonomous Prism” becomes a rendering of the form that emptiness filled with 

fire force may take, and simultaneously a metaphor for the creation and maintenance of vitality 

within the vessel/the world.  

 

That Autonomous Prism is comprised of videos containing sequences, that on average 

hold 1,379 images, speaks to both Dwight’s and Fu-Kiau’s understanding of light’s generative 

capacities and very specifically points to Autonomous Prism as a loci of conception and, by 

extension, birth. Dwight describes it best when he discusses the Autonomous Prism process:  

“This feels like an act of divination, searching the data flow of analysands for poesy, 

potential relationships and meanings: my authorship and agency ultimately supplanted by 

the role of witness, querent and/or (confused) interpreter of an otherworldly language.”4  

 

Dwight likens these sequences to analysands and reconstructs the word’s definition from its 

original meaning (referring to a person who undergoes psychoanalysis) to mean anything to be 

analyzed. If Dwight’s prisms are loci of conception and birth, how then do we analyze the values 

of the sequences and their component 1,000 plus images? Dwight states, and research supports 
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this, that light imagery acts directly on a person’s brain. Perhaps the images are akin to agentic 

fertilizing vectors much like sperm is to the egg or like water is to soil.  

 

It is as Dwight suggests above, the existence of the light images and their impact on the 

witness lessens his importance as maker and shifts the focus back to the material and its inherent 

potent capacity. Thinking about Autonomous Prism in this way reinforces the implications of 

Soulages’ investigations into the luminosity of black where black is a container full of potential 

waiting to be activated. Its activation becomes apparent when black lets some of its light slip 

through. Similarly, Soulages’ black can be seen as a metaphor for Fu-Kiau’s emptiness, a vessel 

of possibility that when pierced by fire force gives way to iterative vitality.  

 

The increased frequency and vigor of light images that individuals consume, actively and 

passively, points to existing modes of behavior modification grounded in non-verbal modes of 

communication with roots in primordial and pre-linguistic times.5 The power of light is an idea 

as old as the world itself and Autonomous Prism stands as a contemporary form of ancient 

technology designed for continuous generation of new meanings, new positionalities, and new 

relational modalities. Within the prism reside both the stillness of a void, and the emergent 

possibilities of light. When light spontaneously acts upon the prism vessel, it reveals myriad 

colorful channels of information that reflect back and forth between minds, with profound 

consequences for lived experience: namely the development of new typologies of consciousness 

that offer guidelines for the conscious crafting of fecund and resilient environments. 
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